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Alpha continues to impact the Catholic Church worldwide...

“An Alpha course is one of the great ways at the present time in which people can gather
together to learn from one another, to share with one another, and to deepen in their
knowledge and love of Jesus Christ himself.” Cardinal Keith O’Brien (Archbishop of
Edinburgh and St. Andrews)

Why not grab a cuppa and take a moment to watch the short film below, which shows how
Alpha is being used as a tool for the new evangelisation within the Catholic Church.  This
film features Fr Raniero Cantalamessa, preacher to the papal household, Marc de Leyritz,
founder of Alpha France, as well as further Catholic leaders, course leaders and guests
from around the world.

Click Here to watch the short clip

As you will see from the attached map, Alpha is now running in thousands of Catholic
parishes in over 65 countries across the world and many individuals from these countries
will be joining us for the Alpha Conference this June, so why not join us too!

The Alpha Conference will be a great opportunity to find out more about Alpha, with
specific seminars focusing on Alpha in a Catholic context and lots of time to meet and
share ideas with others from around the world.

We hope to see you then! Click here to book your place.

Best wishes
Alpha for Catholics department

Visit alpha.org/catholics or email catholics@alpha.org for more information.

Map of Alpha Catholic Parishes
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